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By Renee Bock
There's no such thing as a girl's toy or a boy's toy. Many boys like pink and, of course, girls like blue. Girls build with
blocks, they play with worms, and they love to dress up as super heroes. Boys draw princesses, they read
Pinkalicious, play with dolls, and they like to cook. Their diversity of interest defines what it means to be human and
its what's incredible about childhood.
With the holiday season -- and holiday shopping -- upon us, it's worth thinking about the gifts you buy through the lens
of childhood education and social development. Especially in light of Target's announcement earlier this year to
"identify areas where we can phase out gender-based signage to help strike a better balance... signs will no longer
feature suggestions for boys or girls, just kids."
If Target stays true to its promises, this holiday season you won't find pink, blue, yellow or green on the back walls of
shelves. The store will still sell Barbie and GI Joe, only you won't find them separated in the boys or girls aisle. People
will have to purchase with intention according to children's interest.
As a long-time preschool educator and mother of three, I applaud this decision which struck me as non-controversial
and long overdue. And yet, when Target announced the change on their website, the store received a highly critical
public response. "Target made a mistake," "I'll no longer shop there," "They're too PC," "The transgender minority is
behind this," etc. I think we should put all of this in perspective.
Babies come into the world ready to learn, every minute of every day. They learn from their environment, from the
words they hear at home, and ultimately the culture in which they are raised. Marketing drives perception and
behavior of the adults who will fill baby's world with things, and those things, in turn, will impact a child's perception of
self, as well as their interests. In the consumer society, that cycle begins at birth and has a powerful impact on
defining and leading gendered play at home, on the playground and even in school.
New parents, relatives without kids, and children themselves are vulnerable consumers. The girl who likes to play
with Legos in school might select a doll in the store simply because Mommy only walks down the pink aisle. The boy
who likes to string beads and paint at camp might never signal that interest to grandma who is walking only down the
blue aisle. Unlike teachers who get to know so many children over a career that the exceptions define the norm, most
consumers are at the mercy of the market.
The gendered system of signage limits and leads in unnecessary ways, ways that can ultimately make a child
question their natural attractions if they go against the assumptions of the surrounding world and thereby narrow a
life's path. The beauty of an early childhood classroom, however, is that all experiences, from mud pies to decorating
birthday crowns, are open to everyone. How absurd would it be if the block area had signage in blue, beckoning only
the boys with pictures of boys! What if the dollhouse area made visual appeal to girls alone? We wouldn't stand for it
because parents and teachers in a school context are more aware that children need access to a very wide range of
experiences in order for their brains, and singular personalities to grow. We celebrate the openness that invites
children to explore options.
I hope that Target's recent decision opens new territory for play at home. In the shift away from gendered signs, Target
is advocating for kids to be kids. The store is forcing parents to pay attention and purchase with intention according to
the individual child's interests. Look more closely, find that special something that really speaks to your child, follow

their lead and transcend predictive shopping that limits possibilities now and in the future. Remember that color has
no particular appeal to boys or girls, and think twice about how you make purchasing decisions for your children
through this holiday season and beyond.
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